CHIPSPREADER

CHIPSPREADER FOR SURFACE DRESSING AND SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS

Truck body mounted CHIPSPREADER
The truck body mounted CHIPSPREADER is the most profitable and versatile machine for surface wear grit spreading work.
They are compliant with 12271 standard requirements.
These CHIPSPREADER can be fitted to all types of truck. They are easy to detach and attach from the truck, freeing
it up for other applications.

Several models of CHIPSPREADER are available:
ARENA 320 is a CHIPSPREADER with a distributing roller. It is
adapted to all types of work.
- Helmet shaped hatches allowing a clean cut-off.
- spreading width 3.20 m
- 14 separate hatches controlled from the walkway or the
cabin (option)
WK is a gravitational type CHIPSPREADER adapted to
spreading all types of material including gravel.

GPB 14 000 is a CHIPSPREADER with an extraction roller
and dosage blades. This chipspreader is recommended
for coating work. Its main advantage is to allow even
longitudinal spreading whatever the truck body slope.
- The extractor roller is coupled to the vehicle movement
speed
- Spreading width 3.20 m
- 14 separate hatches controlled from the walkway or the
cabin (option)

ARENA 320

Surface wear dressing

GPB 14 000

WK
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Automatic ARENA 320

Materials return box

Dosing computer

Dosing computer

Automatic CHIPSPREADER and safe
manual work
CHIPSPREADER with a distributing roller can be fitted with a dosing computer.
A materials box is also possible to carry out manual work safely from the ground.

The GRAVIDOS computer for automatic dosing
The ARENA 320 CHIPSPREADER can be fitted with a dosing
computer. It regulates the quantity of gravel spread depending on the following parameters:
- required dosage in litres/m2
- vehicle speed detected by radar
- gravel size
- truck body and truck slope

Manual work
Whatever the work configuration, manual work is often
required when the truck is not able to do it.
The ARENA 320 CHIPSPREADER can optionally be fitted
with a materials box at the back of the vehicle allowing
the operatives to work safely from the ground.
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The wide CHIPSPREADER and specific
applications

SUPER ARENA 450
PGR 6000

SUPER ARENA 450 with conveyor belt truck body
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The SUPER ARENA 450 CHIPSPREADER allows spreading at up to 4.50 m. Its conveyor body makes it possible
to work without raising the truck body. The grit spreading design is of the “auto spreader” type. Spreading is
carried out using two telescopic containers.
PGR 6000 is a rear truck body door fitted with a conveyor belt allowing to lay hot mix or any other type of
materials.

